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Developing People : Building Capacity


	Issue: Chiefly to promote continuous professional development; to improve management oversight of practice; to improve the supervision conversation; and to develop a career pathway into specialist areas based on a capabilities framework.• To develop and agree a capabilities framework linked to consistent career progression across all job roles that include family support.• To agree a career progression model that will be adopted by services engaged in family support that takes into account:ExperienceQualificationsJob rolecompetency• To improve access to high quality supervision at all levels.• To identify options to improve communication and a collaborative model of working between all agencies involved in supporting families.• To review and agree the scope and level of family support work undertaken by staff.
	Outcomes: It has provided positive recognition for the staff involved; of their knowledge and abilities;  and they have, as a consequence grown in confidence.  Staff were positive about the experience as it was completed as part of their ‘real’ work not events that were set up for assessment purposes (so no additional work) and they gained objective feedback about their practice, which will inform their development going forwards. Staff have the opportunity to undertake an accredited Award level qualification in Childrens Social Care - so retention is anticipated to have been positively affected.  Whilst at the same time it has provided a useful performance management tool for those who needed further development and set out firm expectations for this staff group.• What were the intended outcomes?To assess the competency of all Family Support Workers against their new role, within a restructured service. These staff had been drawn from a wide employment base, with some new to post for associated teams and some with several years of experience; To assess the competency of staff from varied professional backgrounds and align staff groups to ensure a level of consistency in the quality of service provision. To provide a mechanism for improving practice and implement quality assurance ongoing.Longer term, once baseline capability expectations for Family Support Workers had been established, to create the opportunity to progress on to specialised development / attain accredited awards via learning pathways - if there was a wish / service need to focus on developing particular areas practice. What happens differently for service users as a result of this work?-It provides the opportunity for more evidence based practice and encourages more emphasis on the child’s voice and parents wishes.Children and families can feel confident that our staff take continuing professional development seriously and are supported to provide a quality assured, externally accredited, level of care. What happens differently for the staff as a result of this work?• It increased staff understanding of what is required of them • It fed into a more focused offer of learning and development for this staff group 
	Key Players: Strategic lead- Early Help Workforce Development team Children’s centre manager’s Family Support Workers Area Family support teams Walsall College (local HEI)
	Approach: • Reviewed existing National Occupational Standards (NOS), Code of Practice (CoP) Health Competencies to create specific capability framework.• Consulted with staff in family support roles, managers, colleagues in health and children’s services to design the proposed capability framework.• Consulted with training providers re. access to both existing and bespoke accredited learning.• Designed and negotiated an agreed modular development approach, supported by a variety of skills gap assessment methods and mandatory expectations.• Piloted the framework across three children’s centres.• Produced costed plan to deliver training identified.    
	If doing this again I would: Staff personally identified the event in which they would be assessed and in some situations they lacked the range of evidence needed so additional observations were necessary.A non-accredited route might be a future option given the viability / sustainability of the current accredited route.PAULA JONES – WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT MANAGERemail: JONESPAULA@WALSALL.GOV.UKtelephone:01922655438
	Evidence and Knowledge: • Models/benchmarking used by or with  other authorities /agencies • Researching qualifications that were currently on offer from providers • Scoping exercise with current workforce to identify expertise and the demand for qualifications• Consultation with family support staff, children’s centre’s, managers and HR  
	Learning Points: The Assessor needs to be familiar with the modules and with children’s social care practically; Knowledge of assessor and indeed the ability of candidate to interpret the criteria is crucial for completing vocational modules efficiently. Time and care will need to be taken in consulting, explaining, launching, and using the framework if it is to be of best effect.
	Next Steps: Implementation across all teams (this has been put on hold due to the reshaping of children’s centres in the borough).An implementation strategy is in draft format.
	Organisation:                        Walsall


